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dialogue

Isn't it strange how hard it is to find a good Astrologer in the Christian
Reformed Church? This spring, Dialogue seeks to bridge this gap ...

Spring Horoscopes
by Dionne Warwick (but not really)
Aries (March 21-April 19)-You will develop an affinity for non-dolphin-safe
tuna.
What an ass you turned out to be, Aries.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)-This is a strange but wonderful time for Tauruses.
Tonight you will be attacked by a gang of rat-dogs who will, after consuming
mass quantities of St. John's Wort, make you their king.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)-Gemini.
From this day forward, each one of your
B .M. s will be shaped like a dead president's profile, beginning with Washington.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)-Today, Cancer, someone you never met (but who was
"the one") will be crushed by a falling piano.
Tuff luck, bucko.
Leo (July 23-August 22)-You, Leo, will get pregnant from a toilet seat.
Should you happen to be a male Leo, you lucked out this time.
Virgo (August 23-September 22) -on your wedding night, Virgo, your new spouse
will turn into a Venus Fly Trap and consume you.
Libra (September 23-October 22)-Someone will tell you that you can't tell
shit from shinola and it will be true.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21)-You will contract a strange disease. Scorpio,
every time you fart from now on, a brown cloud will appear behind your butt.
No more secrets for you, buddy.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)-You will get your finger caught in a
vice and spend the rest of your life in your grandparents' basement, surviving
off of mashed potatoes your grandmother throws down the laundry. No, there
will not be any gravy.
Young children will fear you.
Oh, by the way, you
will never have sex.
Capricorn (December 22-January 19 )-Gargoyles will peck your eyes out but you
will not die.
Aquarius (January 20-February 18)-Everything you do in 1999 will be amazing,
better than ever.
You will stumble across fifty dollar bills regularly,
have chance run-ins with beautiful and sensitive romantic prospects and date
them all(!), you will find yourself wondering how it is possible for your
life to improve even the slightest bit, and then you will be the thousandth
customer at the grocery store and win a free frozen pizza. You will choose
your favorite kind of pizza, sausage.
You will also buy a fifty dollar
bottle of wine because you found a fifty dollar bill on your way in. On your
way home, you will fall into an open manhole and die.
Pisces (February 19-March 20)-No fortune for you, guy, because you are dumb.
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dialogue
sit here for a long time before the first word
omes, and on the stereo plays a song by Belle
nd Sebastian called "Beautiful." It just went
ast my favorite _lines: "She thought it would
e fun to try most anything; she was tired of
leeping." But the thing is I'm not sure I believe
hat we ever do get tired of sleeping, just in
he sense that we never really get up of our
wn volition. Something else has to call us
ut of bed and it seems these days to take
ore and more. The more we lie here the
loudier we get. Apathy has its own
omentum.

iv

've tried to figure out where this stasis comes from.
nd partly, I think whatever immobilizes us is a sense
f everything being too light to count as important,
ncluding the biggest contributions of our lives. We see
his sensibility everywhere. It surfaces in Milan
undera's novel, The Unbearable Lightness of Being.
here a cast of characters hangs in the air like a host
f profane angels. Precious little tethers them to the
round. Long before that, Renaissance paintings
hawed the Madonna and Child with every field of cloth
nd skin rendered with an almost invisible edge, like
hapes cut to fit in a seamless collage, and Mary upheld
hrist by the slightest contact of her fingertips. Perhaps
tis not quite fair to say that apathy consists of that kind
f complacency which accepts an incarnation without
fterbirth, or the baby Jesus without the clumsy mass
fan infant who pitches forward in our arms. But it's
ery nearly true.
hen again, apathy is only sometimes a function of such
ightness. Of course that to which we attach no great
mportance is easy to let go. We do not notice the
bsence of all those things that we take as insignificant
ny more than we are stunned by the relief of removing
feather from whatever burden we shoulder. But as
uch as that is true, I think apathy can also be
oncentric with the weightiness of our lives. While
omething featherweight is easily laid aside because
e never realize the lack of it or because we think no
ne else will, we just as often set aside the large and
wkward burden because of our exasperation.

JAIIE
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ither way, it's hard to say how we got here. People I
now suggest it happened during the Vietnam years;
ver so much time, the shock of seeing the dead or
ismembered on a living room TV became more
distracting than sad. So that finally instead of asking
what we can do, we cross the room without asking and
touch the off switch. Maybe it continues to happen in
that way, as more and more information passes through
the transom between us and the thousand places
whose unlikely peace we try to remember to pray for.

february /march
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But honestly, we probably don't even bother to
remember the names of that many countries. Not to
say that there ever was a time when things were so
much clearer than this. I suggested to someone older
than me that maybe during World War II, people knew
what weighty thing needed to be carried forward, so
that right action was clear and the trifling worry fell more
to the margins. But I'm told by him that the automatic
nobility of those days is mostly a myth. Noble action
has never been easy because we've always been
confused about the purpose in events. In light of that,
maybe the crucial thing is to commit to memory the
shattering things that happened before this, and all that
is blown to bits now, day by day.
Still, this much seems true: in our lifetime what can be
known has increased to such an extent that what can
be done has shriveled. Or, even if this is not true, we
feel it to be; our suspicion of it has grown . In 1945, for
example, my grandpa was in a boat on his way to Japan
when the United States dropped bombs on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. The news of the bombing came in over
the radio, and the ship my grandfather was on literally
turned around in the ocean. We no longer have this
kind of awareness of consequence. When Clinton
orders bombings in the Middle East, no asks how this
will change our course, and maybe that's because no
one really expects it to.
Then we feel compelled to ask: when such drastic

actions carry with them no expectation of great change,
how can people whose days are ordinary anticipate
having extraordinary lives? How can we ask ourselves
to? This is one of those questions whose answer
couldn't quite be called rhetorical; neither will it ever be
quite complete. But at least it's a beginning to say we've
gotten into this bad habit of picturing the history of the
world as this line of gray static God watches crackle
through time. Then we say to ourselves that in any
generation, there exist maybe one or two individuals
whose accomplishments shine so brightly, that when
the tiny blip of their life goes by it sheds a flicker of
yellow light so brief God thinks he might have imagined
it. The mistake here is that no one's life starts without
a potentiality for this kind of momentary brilliance in
the large scope of time. And maybe it's one of the
people we've made into an exemplar that teaches us
this: in Edison's light bulb, the glow comes from the
ohms of resistance running through the thin filament.
We must use our lives to exert this kind of brightening
pressure against the thing we feel is worth waking for.
The thing is, most mornings, it's really not that loud a
sound that draws me out of sleep. Rather, I rise
because of the sound of someone else who has thrown
the blankets off: an almost identifiable voice on the
answering machine or someone's footsteps going past
my room to the bathroom. We have to do this much for
one another, to ward off whatever keeps us so
lackluster, to call each other into day.
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eaves carve maps (with the sun)
flickering.
ike vintage film,
but passing through fate,
vision is blurred
ike faces in the dark .
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like stars and love
oubt time,
yet passing through fate,
sounds are muted
ike faces in the dark.
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he sun knows everything
(the vision at last) .
nd darkness kills itself with passion,
but partial shade
gives dreams to fate
nd faces toward the dark .
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There are chicks in the
kindergarten classroom.
Bright
light and warmth and sawdust join
them at the bottom of the incubator.
The fluffs of downy yellow at the
center of the classroom belong to
twenty-six pairs of eyes and ears
and hands. Weekends, the incubator
goes home with one of the twentysix, who keeps them warm and fed
and alive until Monday. The girl
who will take the chicks this
weekend keeps her eyes on her desk
when her name is chosen, but she
smiles. The other twenty-five fold
their arms over their chests and
scowl. This girl gets to take the
chicks?
She is thin and pastyskinned, oily and dirty. She wears
garage sale clothes and the rough
smell of last week's cigarette
smoke. Her mother smokes more than
a pack a day and uses food stamps,
everyone is sure.
And so, the
outcast takes the chicks, and the
other kindergarteners stick out
their tongues and hold their noses
when the girl takes the incubator
and heads for home.
I hold my
tongue and catch her scent as she
leaves the school building with
the incubator in tow.
Imagine her house dark, shades
drawn, the furniture in the living
room out of date and nondescript.
Blue television light and cigarette
smoke from between the mother's
lips make dusk in the room.
As
her daughter comes into the haze,
the woman glances toward the door.
What a gray, tiny little mystery
she is.
"Mom." She stands just inside
the door, leaning on it until it
clicks shut.
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"Mom."
Canned laughter
shudders through the smoke in the
living room.
The girl waits, setting the
incubator on the table near the
couch where her mother sits.
"Mom, " she says, and bends
until she's eye-level with the
chicks in the incubator.
She
unwinds the electric cord from
around the warm 1 it t 1 e box and
finally begins, "Mom, you know
those chicks we have at school and
I told you about 'em?
"Hmm." The mother keeps her
eyes on the TV and exhales into
its light.
"Well, I got 'em this weekend.
You just have to plug it in," she
explains as she pulls the incubator
across the table by the electric
cord, closer to the outlet.
"The
light keeps them warm. That's the
important part."
The light, yellow like down,
fuzzes out through the smoke, but
doesn't reach the blue light of
the TV. The mother sits, watching
the blue light.
The girl sits,
with her head propped up on her
hand, staring into the yellow,
moving warmth--so alive, so very
alive.
Saturday morning comes and the
TV is on again; this time the girl
lies in its pool of light. Last
night's smoke has settled into the
fibers of the upholstery. Shafts
of sun struggle between the slits
in the window blind.
During
commercials the girl hovers over
the chicks. They are warm and eat
their food slowly, but they sit
still and don't move much at all.
The girl tries to breathe like the
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chicks, longer on the in than on
the out.
IN out, IN out, IN out
hums in the girl's brain.
"Little chicks!
Hi, little
chicks! Hi, hi, hi!"
On Sunday everyone sleeps
late, including the chicks. They
are warm, the girl observes, but
they sleep all day.
IN out, IN
out, their bodies quiver. She eats
her cereal at the table, her arm
touching the incubator. Her mother
sits at the table, too, watching
her daughter and smoking a
cigarette.
"You gonna go out and play?"
she ventures.
"Didn't go outside
all of yesterday."
"It's raining.
Besides, I
have to take care of these chicks, "
the girl says and turns to the
incubator.
"Hi little guys.
Hi
chicks!" She taps on the side of
the incubator, but they sleep right
through it, just IN out, IN out.
All day the chicks sleep. The
girl kisses the incubator
goodnight, then her mother, who
sits on the couch with her
cigarettes and her TV and her
boyfriend.
Monday morning the girl wakes
up early to get the chicks ready
to go back to school. Her arm is
next to the chicks in the incubator
as she eats her cereal, just like
yesterday.
She looks at them and
stops chewing.
There is no ·IN
out; there are no bodies quaking.
She gets out of her chair and
studies them at eye level.
They
are warm, but less yellow.
"Gonna miss the bus; let's
go, " the mother sighs as she emerges
from her room in a bathrobe. One
hand is on her hip and the other
holds a cigarette.
"Mom, they aren't breathing."
"What?"
"They aren't; they're dead."
The girl concentrates on the
incubator, tears welling in her
eyes.
"Nah," the mother protests,
as she runs her free hand along
the electric cord.
"The thing's
still plugged in.
They're warm.
Let me see."
She bends over the
incubator opposite her daughter.
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She watches, then whispers, "Well.
Well, maybe they just don't live
very long."
The girl sits in her chair
and lays her head on her arms,
eyes nestled in the crook of her
elbow. Her back quakes with silent
sobs.
A whine escapes her mouth
and she looks up with a streaked
face.
The mother stands with her
eyes cast up toward the ceiling,
one hand pulling the skin of her
forehead together.
"God," she begins and takes a
deep breath. "God. Well, you' 11
just have to take them back. You
did all the stuff they said, so it
ain't your fault."
The girl unplugs the incubator
and wraps the cord around three
times. With the yellow light out,
the chicks look gray and so small.
She looks up to her mother, who
turns shiny through the tears, and
mutters, "I hate you."
As the girl holds the
incubator against herself, she
feels its warmth radiating into
her belly.
She clasps her hands
together, securing it, and leaves.
Her mother sits at the table. At
school under the flourescent lights
the chicks look even more dead.
She sets the chicks down, pushes
them to the center of the table
and retreats to her seat.

* * * * * * *

"No, Emily, they aren't even
maybe just sleeping. Not at all,"
says the teacher to the little girl,
the girl she is supposed to teach
and love like all the others. But,
how in the world when she's gray
and smoky and kills things?
The teacher is not one to miss
a teachable moment, and so she
gathers the kindergarteners around
the incubator to talk about death
and the chicks. The boys want to
know if they can touch the bodies,
and the girls cry, some of them.
The teacher doesn't smile, and the
day is a cloudy, regretful one.
Emily doesn't join the twenty-five.
She knows about deadness and not
coming back better than any of them.
She folds her hands and looks
intently at her fingers, avoiding
the eyes of her classmates.
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father. forgive us. hie we know exactly what we tto.
forgive us hie we don't care
hie v-o1e make ourselves into ixcper cut-outs.
hie we are care asses containing dirt
u,- e_ m ..
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hie we have killed. transcendence
and. say it's your krult.
hie we hate the voor 1d. you \re made
and. we \re unmade
and. we don't care
il you d.o.
forgive us hie we prefer staggering to
hie we refuse to know truth and.
hie we can't.
and. when we grasp like syphilitic rats
for illumination or whatever air might he
we re-enter our little lakes of piss
with only the sting of a stranger's drunk
hie we have turned. your everything
into our nothing.
hie we wallow in our own excrement.
hie vo1e voould. rather float in shit them
hie I have used. 'we" here instead. of 1T1
hie I can write all of this and.
hie I will write it again tomorrow.
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Sonnet

o its own projections an conventions Who can lay claim to their own destinations
when we extend thought to cover emotion?
Or can we lJ~e the perfection of music
hose function has no consience? Or the mystery
Of song with circumstantial history
aclmowledged on the heart - the force which moves it?
Skepticism which denies the very force
on which it depends and weans loose with time
j-~ is self-fulfilled doubt at the time of goodbye.
But time, as it always does, will choose its course.
That which we have founded is what we will find,
and grasp with firm hands: nostalgia's sigh.

no8
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AQ ueen ly_Solutionto Fractured Feminism

Meeting the Great Bliss Queen: Buddhists, Feminists, and the
Art of Self. by Anne Carolyn Klein. Beacon Press, Boston, 1995.

undoubtedly choose not to meet the Great Bliss Queen.
She embodies the radically unfamiliar (to the West)
concepts of "mindfulness" and a sort of innate
Yeshey Tsogyel (the Great Bliss Queen) herself is associated with awareness Klein calls "emptiness." By introducing the
an extensive narrative, and at the same time she has a dimension of concept of mindfulness to self-reflection, Klein
ultimately proposes the development of "a keen and
subjectivity that is not simply the product, display, or container of focused attention [which] inevitably reveals that variety
that narrative. In her ritual context she is not a mask; she is not a makes the only kind of whole that can be one" (205).
role model. She is an expression of one's own capacity and potential. This is possible because the category of emptiness
To meet her in this way means,Jor Western women, to possess and implies an aspect of self that has both an "essential"
come to terms with their own story. It is also to recognize that, quality and a changing constructed nature.
Though sure these concepts may help Western
however fine or tragic our stories are, they cannot define us
women
free themselves from the hegemonic
completely. There are dimensions of embodied subjective experience
assumptions that constrict their identity, Klein is careful
(193) .
to insist that the lessons of Buddhism can be applied to
a Western individual's difficulties only indirectly:
A crucial debate within feminism of the
Tibetan ritual in its native context does not so
much heal the mind-body breach as assume
postmodern era has been the apparent opposition
its absence. From a Western perspective, that
between" essentialist" and "postmodern" conceptions
absence may look like a solution. To put this
of self. As you might guess, the "rostmodern" version
another way, Westerners are often attracted to
would have us believe that al aspects of identity,
Buddhist or other meditative practices out of
includin~ gender, are cultural constructions. In
a wish to be more at home with themselves,
contrast, 'essentialists," such as Helene Cixous, argue
especially, perhaps, their gendered selves (192).
that there exists a discoverable essence of womanhood,
a core identity found in all women. The former vision But the culture from which the Great Bliss Queen
of self leaves a woman with very little identity to hold emerges is inherently different in terms of social
onto, while the latter tends to deny the particularity relations and issues of identity. Tibetan Buddhists are
that results from an individual's subjective experience. rooted in a much stronger web of community-identity
In an extraordinary way, Anne Carolyn Klein reaches and subsequently hold much more permeable
a "dichotomy" within Tibetan Buddhist explorations boundaries of self. This means that Americans cannot
of self for a potential bridge between these two theories. and should not expect to directly duplicate the
Most importantly, Klein presents a path Western meditative practices and mental states that are natural
women may take to understand tb.emselves, a path to the Tibetan Buddhist. Klein explicitly warns
found in the liberating terms of a subjectivity that is American women to resist allowing the quest for such
neither an essence nor a construct. Klein desires a view open boundaries to result in "a sychologically
that will "indicate the po~sibility of American women crippling loss of independence" (121 .
But this need not detract from the dialogue
being centered in themselves as well as crucially
between Western women and Buddhist theory. As
engaged with others" (20).
The semi-mythical figure of the Great Bliss Klein puts it, "What is important for Buddhists on
Queen, called Yeshey Tsogel (rhymes with "may say cognitive grounds is important for feminists on
so well") represents to Klein the possible co-existence psychological and political grounds" (154). By focusing
of these seemingly disparate understandings of self. on linguistic ancf epistemological similarities and
Paradoxically, through the Great Bliss Queen, one can differences between feminist and Buddhist theory,
see both the potential unity of Western concepts of self Klein draws attention to the crucial questions of the
and her own role as the focus of a "dichotomous" essentialist-r ostmodern debate. Her emphasis on the
relationship between the two theories within Tibetan presence o nonverbal modes of consciousness in
Buddhist philosophy. (Klein reveals at length the Buddhist practice raises the possibility of a new
structures and terms within Buddhism that give rise to perception of consciousness available to Western
this "dichotomy.") She explains the existence of both a women. This alternative perception incorporates the
"discovery" model and a "developmental" model of particularities of subjective experience with another
self-reflection within Tibetan Buddhist philosophy, a more lasting dimension of self, one that may be called
situation she claims abstractly parallels the essentialist/ "objective" within this context. An alternative to the
Western conceit of consciousness is crucial in providing
postmodern debate within feminism.
This cross-cultural dialogue represents a women with ways to be individuals who are neither
significant departure from the traditional Western overly essentialized nor so fractured that strength and
concepts of subjectivity and the division of mind and coherence are undermined" (37), the two extremes in
body, and those unwilling to meet the challenge will the Western woman's struggle for self.
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Idealism t Dear ----, Will Kill You
I'll paint myself a grey world, love,
with heavy, dulled edges.
small hopes,
small circles,
A tidy life.

Your prayers are TffllCh too large:
they don 1 t fit inside cathedrals,
they move beyond the damp indoor air:

out:
Dear, this drab world will not change
of your doing.
so do not ask me to.
Do not ask me too-What could I fear in idealism'!
( already, I ask myself nightly)
If you want the answers, I 1 ll give:
that I don 1 t rely on occasional brightness
that I can I t be more than small and fearfully sane
and that I don 1 t dare guess
if you •11 break my heart
or your own first.
Sar
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william j . vande kopple

As a fisherman, I run little risk
of taking too much thought for the morrow
since circumstances so frequently work
together to haunt me about the past. Once,
for instance, I decided to set aside a
day and go after the walleyes in Hamlin
Lake, fish that sportswriters had been
raving about in fishing newsletters.
I
prepared meticulously, even to the point
of memorizing the details of a hydrographic
map of the lake. And then after working
various lures along breaklines on Upper
Hamlin Lake for seven hours and not having
a single strike, I complained about my
wasted day to another fisherman at the
launch site, who replied that "until this
morning those walleyes were hitting
practically anything that moved and then
the wind swung around to the east and
knocked them a hundred percent off their
bite--you shoulda been here yesterday."
Or worse: Another time I decided
to steal a couple of days from my regular
schedule and try for some of the pink
salmon that run in early autumn in dark
and enormous subsurface clouds from Lake
Huron up the St. Mary's River.
Again I
prepared meticulously, even bothering to
check the line guides on my rods for
nicks and scratches.
And then after
driving five and one-half hours to Sault
Saint Marie and spending all of the next
day casting as far as I could into the
river from various points around the Sault
and hooking only two undersized pink
salmon, I muttered some complaints before
starting home to an attendant at a gas
station, who said that "it turned so
blasted cold early in August that the
pinks started their run three weeks earlier
than usual so that now I bet all you can
find in the river are some broken-down
stragglers that have lost their way--you
shoulda been here two weeks ago."
Or maybe worst of all: Late one
summer my regular fishing buddy and I
managed to carve out an entire week for a
trip we had long fantasized aloud about:
a trip to just south of the treeline in
northern Ontario for pike.
Again I
prepared in detail, even taking the time
to make my own wire leaders that pike
wouldn't be able to bite through. And
then after spending nearly ten hours

traveling and another five days casting
around stumps and sunken boulders in one
shallow bay after another and catching
only a few of what pike fisherman dismiss
as "hammerhandles," I muttered during the
flight out to the bush pilot about what
an expensive waste of time the trip had
been, and he said that "it's been three
times as hot this summer than it's been
in the past five years for any stretch of
eight or more days without four days in a
row of rain and so the water in all these
bays is much warmer than it usually is
and all the twenty-pound-plus pike are
probably buried in the muck in holes in
forty feet of water sulking--you fellas
sure as shinola shoulda come early in
June."
Ever since I was nine years old and
had the chance to fish on the last
afternoon of a family vacation with my
dad down along the shoreline from our
rented cottage on Hess Lake, my dad almost
nonchalantly hooking a northern pike and
then using a warped oar to pull it and
the weeds the fish had buried itself in
out of a heavy weedbed, I have wanted to
become as fine of a fisherman as he seemed
then.
But since times of missing the
good fishing have been closer to the rule
than the exception for me, I frequently
have to fight off leech-like questions
about what I ever might have done to
deserve being led to love fishing and
then to fail at it so miserably and
regularly.
After one particularly vexing bout
with these questions, I resolved that
when my own three sons were old enough to
fish, I would do everything I could to
ensure that it would be impossible for
them to wonder why they had missed the
good fishing. I decided to be scrupulously
selective about where we would fish: I
would avoid the big waters, the mysterious
waters, the waters with a reputation for
offering hot fishing one day and going
dead the next. I decided to take my sons
fishing only when I was certain that the
conditions would be favorable: I would
study weather maps and charts about phases
of the moon so that I could avoid cold
fronts, high-pressure areas, and
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unproductive quarter moons. And I decided
to learn as much about fish habits as I
could: I would discover what species would
bite on what lures at what times in what
places under what conditions.
In every
way that I could imagine, I would control
things.
And even now it seems to me that
when my sons were young, I succeeded.
One of my brothers works at the biological
field station associated with a state
university.
The main building there is
one that even the tree farmers in the
area call the Lakeside Lab, a building
rising three stories above the shore of
Douglas Lake. The most striking feature
of this building is its boatwell--its
builders cut a channel from the lake
through the narrow shoreline into the
bottom floor of the lab so that researchers
at the station could steer pontoon boats
from the lake directly into what is really
the basement of the building and moor
them there.
In planning the boatwell,
the architects of the lab were thinking
about the advantages of mooring boats
out of the elements and in constantly
calm water.
From the first time that I
saw the boatwell, however, I saw it not
as a building that could provide safe
haven for boats but as the only building
I knew about that had been built over a
fishing hole.
On the concrete edge of the boatwell
people can sit in comfort in lawn chairs.
Those people are always completely
protected from wind or rain or snow or
sleet.
Since there are lights in the
lab, people can fish at any time of day
or night. And since station administrators
want to keep the boatwell from freezing,
they keep the lower level of the lab at a
constant temperature during the fall and
winter. Best of all, I discovered that a
school of big rock bass lives in the
boatwell
and
that
they become
exceptionally aggressive biters in the
fall.
After these discoveries, I knew
that the lab was the kind of place where
I could safely introduce my sons to
fishing.
They weren't very old when the four
of us first explored the waters of the
boatwell, probably three, six, and eight.
I had bought them some equipment that our
local hardware store had had on salethree-foot fiberglass rods with plastic
reels that the boys were especially
attracted to, reels with a picture of
Mickey Mouse on them.
I added to each
line a hook with a section of nightcrawler,
a sinker, a small bobber, and we were
set. And there we sat, I in my regularsize lawn chair and they in their small
ones, not too close to the edge of the
boatwell that their mother would worry
about them if she saw them, but not so
far away either that they couldn't look
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over the edge to see if a big rock bass
was making their bobber dance.
And dance those bobbers did. From
the time that we got bait in the water,
we had bobbers shaking and dipping,
thirteen-inch rock bass thrashing on the
surface as one son or the other screamed
"help, Dad, help--it's a monster," fish
slapping against the sides of the boatwell
or flipping off hooks swung high into the
air and then flopping on the concrete
around our feet, lines being whipped around
until they tangled into logically
impossible knots, bare and baited hooks
whizzing within millimeters of our ears
and noses, and kids slicing nightcrawlers
into chunks with their thumbnails and
volleying them around to one another. It
was great.
We naturally lost all track
of time and had to fend off some looks
heavy on the scold when we walked in late
for a meal at my brother's house, but at
the time, I could imagine no finer
introduction to the joys of fishing than
the boatwell had provided.
When the boys got a little older,
however, I found a place that came close
to rivaling the boatwell.
About sixtyfive miles north of our house is a little
town trying to carry the name Paris without
any irony, a town that many people heading
north out of Grand Rapids used to go
through but that now few know anything
about since a freeway was cut in around
it to the west . If you ever could afford
the time to leave the freeway and take a
little detour through Paris, there are
probably only a couple of things you'd
notice.
One is that on a weathered silo
south of town is an enormous potato-chip
advertisement featuring a silhouette of
what appears to be a naked woman . Since
I first noticed the figure, ivy vines
have acted in the interests of modesty by
working to cover the mystery woman in
green, but they have known no better than
to work rather slowly from her feet up.
The other thing you'd probably
notice is that just north of town is a
little park built around the pools of
what was once a state fish hatchery. There
are dozens of pools in the park, and when
they were part of the hatchery, nearly
all of them held fish.
Now that the
pools are part of a park, however, only
the one nearest the park entrance has
fish in it, but these fish are numerous
and glorious, hundreds of four- to sixpound rainbow trout that the town of Paris
stocks and rents people equipment to fish
for-:-"Keep everything you catch. We clean
and bag. Twenty cents an inch." When I
saw the pond and the cruising trout and
the sign and the equipment available for
rent, I realized that I had another chance
to put a guarantee on a fishing experience
for my sons.
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The equipment we rented was simple:
five-foot fiberglass rods, Zebco reels,
small Aberdeen hooks, and tidy plastic
containers with our bai t--kernels of corn.
At first my sons and I thought that
catching the fish would be as easy as
hindsight, but after we worked at it for
a while, we realized that fishing in such
a pool posed a unique challenge: these
trout had seen hundreds of hooks baited
with a kernel of corn and weren't easily
going to fall for them. When a kernel of
corn with a hook in it would land on the
surface, dozens of them would swerve over
to inspect it, but when they got about a
foot away from the bait, they would all
suddenly veer off, somehow never bumping
into one another. Each time they did so,
they took a little piece out of the
guarantee I had thought I had.
But can trout fool human beings
forever? Ultimately, some teenagers on
the other side of the pool showed us how
to trick these trout.
Around the pool
stood several containers of fish food;
these kids inserted a dime, cupped the
released pellets in their palms, tossed
a bunch of pellets into a small circle on
the surface of the pond, and then cast
their hooks baited with corn right into
the middle of the fish pellets.
The
trout would go into a momentary feeding
frenzy and lose all ability to distinguish
food pellets from corn kernels. Once we
observed the tactic, the result was
perfectly predictable.
Each of my sons
tossed a baited hook into the middle of
the frenzied fish and reeled one in,
giggling throughout the process.
They
were elated about every aspect of the
experience except for the fact that the
park attendants only gutted the fish and
did not cut off their heads; thus on the
ride home the trout could gaze out
forlornly at my sons from the freezer
bags they had been sealed in.
As my sons grew older, we cautiously
expanded the range of our fishing ventures.
But as the number of our trips went up,
so too did the number of sad surprises.
I would hear that the bass were biting on
Spring Lake, and I would wait for a good
day to head out there, and then shortly
after we started flipping for bass the
wind would come up and make it practically
impossible to keep the boat in a good
position to fish from. Or we'd head out
to Wabasis Lake on a calm and humid night,
just before a cold front was supposed to
come roaring through, and while we were
on the water the weather would stay the
way fishing -magazines said was perfect,
but not a single fish would bite.
As such experiences came to define
our lives on the water, I began to pick
up disturbing signs from my sons. First
the more subtle ones--a barely stifled
yawn in the middle of the afternoon, or a
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body hanging limply over the side of the
boat and a finger doodling on the surface
of the water.
Then the more obvious
ones: the splash of the landing net while
one son or another lunged after minnows,
or the beep of a Gameboy starting up
under the cover of a life jacket.
Then
ultimately the clearest of all: requests
to "stop in the deep part for just a sec
so we can do cannonballs off the side" or
"buy a tube and go tubing before we have
to go back to school."
I was being pressed to admit that
no matter how hard I tried, I could not
control things.
As my sons grew older
still, whenever they seemed reluctant to
head out with me, I gave up pressuring
them. I wanted to keep them from asking
why they of all people had to be the ones
showing up a day, two weeks, or a couple
of months late for the good fishing. There
are some questions you hope your children
never have to confront.
My sons are young adults now, and
it seems almost impossible for them to
find the time to go fishing with me.
I
can't forget the call I heard when I was
nine, though, and I head out to fish
whenever I get a chance. Since it's hard
for me by myself to get my boat on and
off the trailer, I generally skip lakes
and focus on rivers. So just at the time
of my life when it's probably not the
wisest thing to be wading on moss-covered
rocks, stepping over submerged logs, and
edging around holes washed out of
sandstone, I fish stretch after stretch
of different rivers, always fighting to
hope that the next pool will be the one
I've been seeking.
I don't worry about
hazards in the river or about the danger
of having heart trouble in places where
ravens almost certainly would become aware
of my plight before any humans would. I
don't even worry about trying to find out
what might be biting when and where and
on what fly or lure.
It has taken me a
painfully long time, but I have learned
things about what I can and cannot control.
And so it commonly happens that I
will be standing below a riffle or a
little eddy as the sun starts to throw
gold up through the tops of white pines
or cedars and I will hear a noise behind
me on the bank.
My neck snaps around,
but invariably I need only the briefest
of moments, the blink it takes the eyes
to focus, to realize that no one is there.
It's usually just a dead branch cracking
off or a pine cone falling and rolling
around in the breeze.
Yet I know that
whenever I hear such a noise in the future,
I will not be able to keep my head from
turning, a reflex of hope that one day
before I get too old to stand against the
currents, the sound will be from one or
more of my sons coming down the bank to
fish in the stream next to me.

